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A magnetic quadrupole pick-up has recently been designed for the CERN proton synchrotron.
The design is based on a new idea, where the undesired common mode signal is suppressed
by coupling to the radial component of the field. One design detail is a thin resistive layer
between the beam and the actual pick-up structure. This layer serves to lower the longitudinal
impedance, but also influences the coupling impedance of the pick-up. To optimise the design,
a series of simulations of the pick-up structure have been performed using the HFSS program.
The longitudinal impedance was determined by simulating the coaxial wire-method, and the
pick-up coupling to the different field modes created by the ”beam” was studied and optimised.
In this paper, the simulations are presented together with some comparative measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Quadrupole pick-ups

A quadrupole pick-up is an extension of the princi-
ple of a standard position pick-up. Just as a position
pick-up measures the centre-of-mass (first moment) of a
beam by probing the dipole field component it induces
inside the beam pipe, a quadrupole pick-up measures the
quadrupole moment mQ = σ2

x − σ2
y by means of the in-

duced quadrupole field. The quadrupole moment is of
interest since it contains information on the transverse
beam sizes. This makes quadrupole pick-ups very inter-
esting instruments for, for example, injection matching
measurements, since they are non-invasive.
A common problem related to this type of pick-up is

that the quadrupole signal is very small and embedded
in a huge common-mode background. To solve this prob-
lem, a new design has been proposed where the common
mode signal is inherently suppressed due to the special
geometry of the pick-up[1]. The basic idea is to mea-
sure the radial component of the magnetic field, since
it does not contain any common mode component. Al-
though the principle of the design can be demonstrated
analytically for simple geometries, bench measurements
and simulations have been performed to understand and
optimise the design details. This paper focuses mainly
on the simulations.

†Andreas.Jansson@cern.ch

B The HFSS program

The High Frequency Structure Simulator[2] (HFSS)
program simulates the electro-magnetic properties of
structures using the Finite Element Method (FEM). It
has a graphical user interface very similar to a CAD pro-
gram, where a model of the structure can be drawn and a
number of ports specified. The program then calculates
the scattering parameters for the N -port in a chosen fre-
quency range.
The simulation process has two main stages. First,

the finite element mesh is created and optimised, and
then a frequency sweep can be performed to study the
frequency dependence of the s-parameters. The initial
tetrahedra mesh is created using the available vertices
in the model. It is very coarse and has to be refined in
order to achieve an accurate result. A so-called adap-
tive mesh refinement is therefore performed. The mesh
is refined by iteratively solving the problem and split-
ting the tetrahedra containing the highest field energy
into smaller ones. This procedure makes sure that the
mesh is only refined in areas where it is needed. In order
for the adaptive refinement to work, the initial mesh has
to be reasonably good, so that the power distribution is
approximately correct. That means, generally, that the
initial tetrahedra should not have too large aspect ratios
(ratio between longest and shortest side), since the basic
FEM approximation of interpolating the fields inside the
tetrahedra from its values at the vertices then becomes
invalid. The initial mesh can therefore be improved by
adding extra vertices to the original model (seeding the
mesh). The adaptive refinement is terminated when the
changes in the simulated s-parameters between two iter-
ations are below a pre-defined threshold.
The frequency sweep which follows can be performed

in two ways. Either the problem is solved exactly for



each discrete point in the desired frequency range, or
an approximate frequency dependence can be calculated
from the solution at one given frequency. If the mesh
is properly optimised and the frequency range reason-
ably narrow, the two methods give the same result. The
approximate solution is however faster if many points
within the range are to be calculated.

II. PICK-UP GEOMETRY AND MODELLING

A Basic mechanical design

The pick-up consists of four antenna loops wrapped
around a ceramic vacuum chamber at 45◦ (see CAD
drawing in Fig.1). Each loop covers an azimuthal angle
of 45◦, and measures the magnetic flux through it. The
induced current in the loops is read out with current
transformers. Two transformers are placed symmetri-
cally around the ground point. The signals from these
two transformers are then combined in a third trans-
former to a single output per loop. This arrangement
gives a total load to each loop of the order of 0.1 Ω.
The ceramic chamber makes it possible to keep the

loops outside the vacuum, thus avoiding cable feed-
troughs and problems with vacuum compatibility of ma-
terials. To avoid build-up of static charges, the inside of
the ceramic must be coated with a thin metallic layer.
This layer also gives a certain screening effect at high
frequencies, as discussed below.
The whole structure is enclosed in a copper casing re-

sembling a pill-box cavity. This serves as by-pass for
the wall current as well as a screen against outside noise.
The dimensions of the structure are approximately 0.5 m
(length) by 0.3 m (diameter).

B Modelling of the structure in HFSS

When modelling the pick-up in the HFSS program, the
four-fold symmetry of the structure was used in order to
reduce the problem size and save computing time. Thus,
only one quadrant of the pick-up, containing a full an-
tenna loop, was modelled. Wherever possible, metallic
surfaces were assumed to be perfectly conducting, and
thin objects were modelled as 2D sheets to obtain a sta-
ble initial mesh.
The transformer arrangement for the read-out of the

loops was replaced by two ports with a characteristic
impedance set to one half of the total loop load. Also, a
port in each end of the vacuum chamber was provided to
feed in the beam current. The model is shown in Fig.2.
Since HFSS cannot simulate particle beams, the beam

was substituted by a thin wire. This is an approxima-
tion with limited validity, as discussed below, but the
wire method is also the standard bench measurement
method for the properties that were studied. Therefore,

the simulations should compare well with reference mea-
surements.

III. SIMULATION PROCEDURES

A Transfer impedance to pick-up outputs

The sensitivity of a pick-up is given by its trans-
fer impedance. There is a different transfer impedance
for each quantity to be measured (beam current, beam
position etc.) Determination of the pick-up transfer
impedances can be done by recording the response to an
antenna wire at different transverse positions. A poly-
nomial fit in antenna position then gives the sensitivity
to beam current (constant term), beam position (linear
term) and quadrupole moment (quadratic term). How-
ever, since the HFSS model only covers one fourth of the
pick-up, image currents due to the symmetry planes also
have to be accounted for. For the dipole field simulation,
one H-type and one E-type boundary was introduced,
with the H-type boundary running along the centre of the
wire (see Fig. 3b). This is equivalent to two wires fed in
anti-phase, and is thus a dipole antenna which simulates
a beam offset. By varying the position of the wire rela-
tive to the E-type boundary, different beam positions can
be simulated. For the quadrupole transfer impedance,
the same setup was used, but with two H-type bound-
aries (see Fig. 3c). This is equivalent to two wires fed
in-phase, which simulates a flat, centred beam. In the
same way as above, different beam widths can be simu-
lated by moving the wire. In both cases, the current in
the ”beam” wire will induce all possible field modes that
are compatible with the symmetry boundaries. In the
dipole field simulation, the strongest higher order mode
is the sextupole field. In the case of the quadrupole field
simulation, however, also the mono-pole mode is present
since the total ”beam” current is not zero. The effect of
the different field modes must therefore be separated by
polynomial fits, as described above.

B Longitudinal impedance seen by the beam

Any discontinuity in the beam pipe can upset the
transverse nature of the electro-magnetic field and cre-
ate a longitudinal voltage that acts back on the particles
in the beam. The ratio between the induced longitudi-
nal voltage and the beam current is called the longitudi-
nal impedance. The longitudinal impedance of an object
is usually measured with the coaxial wire method[3], in
which a wire is stretched through the pick-up and the
s21 parameter of the resulting coaxial transmission line
is measured and compared to a reference vacuum pipe
of the same length. Such a test-bench setup was simu-
lated in HFSS. For this purpose, two H-type symmetry



boundaries were used, with the wire stretched along their
intersection (see Fig. 3a).
For the conversion from s-parameters to longitudinal

impedance there are several different formulae. If the
object is much smaller than a wavelength, the lumped
impedance approximation

Z = 2Zc

1− s21,OBJ
s21,REF

s21,OBJ
s21,REF

(1)

can be used, where s21,OBJ is the forward scattering pa-
rameter of the object under test, s21,REF is the same
parameter for a smooth pipe of the same length, and Zc

is the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line formed
by the pipe and the wire. For homogeneously distributed
impedances that are long compared to the wavelength, a
better approximation is given by

Z = −2Zc ln
s21,OBJ

s21,REF
, (2)

and f the electrical length θ = ω · l/c of the distributed
impedance is known, an even better estimate can be ob-
tained with[4]

Z = −2Zc ln
s21,OBJ

s21,REF

(
1 + i

ln s21,OBJ
s21,REF

2θ

)
. (3)

All the above formulae are approximations valid for small
impedances. The fact that there is not a unique formula
illustrates a fundamental limitation with the coaxial wire
method: it is not possible to determine the longitudinal
impedance if the structure under test is considered as
a ’black box’. The conversion of the s-parameter into
an impedance is necessarily model-dependent, since the
measured quantity is not directly the induced longitudi-
nal voltage, but the attenuation and phase shift of the
transmitted TEM-wave. For simple structures like the
above cases of localised or homogeneously distributed
impedances, this is not a problem, but for more com-
plicated structures it can be hard to accurately interpret
the s-parameter result, and one usually resorts to us-
ing one of the above formulae based on simple cases as
approximation. It should, however, be noted that the
Taylor expansions of the above formulae are all identical
to first order in ∆s21 = s21,OBJ − s21,REF. This condi-
tion coincides with the basic assumption in the derivation
of these formulae: that the impedance should be small.
Therefore, for small impedances (Z << Zc) all three
formulae give the same result. Likewise, for very large
impedances (Z >> Zc) all three formulae fail, and the
choice of formula is therefore only important for inter-
mediate impedances. Since the aim of the simulations
presented here was not to establish an accurate value
of large impedance peaks, but to find ways to suppress
them, this limitation of the coaxial wire method was not
considered a problem. Indeed, in the final version, the
impedance of the pick-up was so small that all formulas

gave approximately the same result. To be consistent,
all the simulations presented here were interpreted using
the log-formula in (2).
Another problem with the wire method is that the

presence of the conducting wire changes the electro-
magnetic properties of the object being studied. Al-
though the transverse field pattern from a round, cen-
tred, and ultra-relativistic beam inside a conducting pipe
is identical to that of a TEM wave packet, the TEM
wave can be reflected when it sees a local impedance,
whereas the real beam can only excite non-propagating
field modes at frequencies below the cut-off frequency of
the beam pipe. Therefore, if several localised impedances
are present, multiple reflections of the TEM-wave can oc-
cur, which show up as ”false” impedance peaks at certain
frequencies. Again, since the reflections are related to the
magnitude of the longitudinal impedance, this problem is
not so severe if one is mainly interested in minimising the
impedance, rather than in determining its exact value.

C Meshing phase-lag problem and solution

The HFSS program allows for the addition or subtrac-
tion of a length l of matched transmission line to any
port in the model, with subsequent re-calculation of the
scattering parameters using the analytical formula

s̃21 = eγl · s21 (4)

where γ = α + jβ is the propagation constant. This
constant is calculated by the program from a 2D model of
the port. Since the subtraction of a matched transmission
line of the same length as the pick-up is equivalent to
the division by the reference s-parameter in (2), this was
initially used to obtain the quantity s21,OBJ/s21,REF.
It was found, however, that in the HFSS simulation

result there was systematically a residual delay left af-
ter this correction, which turns into a non-physical re-
active impedance. The delay is always positive (under-
estimates the phase) and increases linearly with fre-
quency. The reason seems to be that the propagation
constant calculated from the 2D model of the ports does
not correspond to the simulated propagation of the wave
through the 3D model. The effect decrease with increas-
ing mesh size, as can be expected if the problem is related
to the discretisation.
Since the mesh size is effectively limited by the com-

puting resources, the problem was circumvented by simu-
lating the reference s21-parameter of the pipe only, using
the same mesh but changing the material properties in
the model to produce a smooth pipe without discontinu-
ities (as seen from the inside).



IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A Bare pick-up properties

As the pick-up measures the radial magnetic field, the
loops must be situated a certain distance from the beam
pipe, since otherwise its conducting boundary would pre-
vent any magnetic flux through the loop. Since the an-
tenna loops can not be moved closer to the beam, be-
cause they would then reduce the machine aperture, a
local enlargement of the beam pipe is thus needed. This
is the reason for the cavity. Figs. 4 and 5 show the sim-
ulated dependence of the transfer impedances on the ra-
dius of this cavity. The transfer impedances saturate for
large radii, indicating that the presence of the conducting
boundary is then no longer important. The quadrupole
transfer impedance saturate faster since the quadrupole
field falls of faster with the distance from the centre.
Above saturation, no sensitivity is gained by increasing
the radius. The value of the radius was set to 15 cm,
above saturation for the quadrupole transfer impedance
but slightly below for the dipole.
Another basic free parameter is the opening angle of

the antenna loops. A larger angle would give more sig-
nal, but for too angles values inter-loop coupling might
create problems, since the loops are then very close to
each other. Figs. 6 and 7 show the simulated transfer
impedances versus opening angle. The dipole transfer
impedance increases approximately linearly, while the
quadrupole transfer impedance saturate. This is because
the flux lines of the quadrupole field mode are concen-
trated around the centre of the antenna loops, whereas
the flux lines of the dipole mode are concentrated be-
tween the loops. This can be utilised to reduce the inter-
loop coupling, without affecting the quadrupole transfer
impedance too much. As a trade-off between inter-loop
coupling and transfer impedance, the design value for the
opening angle was set to 45◦.
The longitudinal impedance of this ”bare” pick-up,

consisting of only the cavity and antenna loops was sim-
ulated (see Fig. 10). Several resonances are present.
These can be split in two groups, depending on their ori-
gin. Strip-line type resonances in the antenna loops show
up at regular intervals starting at about 150 MHz with
a spacing of approximately 300 MHz. The cavity-related
resonances are grouped in the high frequency part of the
spectrum.

B The effect of metallic vanes

The quadrupole field component has four E-type sym-
metry planes. Metallic sheets (vanes) inserted in these
positions does not change anything for the quadrupole
field mode. However, such conducting boundaries are
not compatible with lower-order field components, and
the influence of these components are therefore reduced.

Simulations show that by introducing such vanes in the
cavity outside the ceramic, the dipole transfer impedance
(Fig. 8) is reduced by about 20% relative to the bare
pick-up, while the quadrupole transfer impedance level
is left unchanged (Fig. 9). More importantly, the vanes
reduce the longitudinal impedance. The low-frequency
inductance of the pick-up is reduced by a factor two and
the peak value of the first resonance by almost the same
amount (Fig. 11).

C The effect of symmetric loop terminations

Since the transformer end of the antennae have a
ground connection, the opposite end of the loop should
be left floating to avoid ground loop problems.
However, as mentioned above, the loop then forms a

strip-line resonator that is excited by the beam. Close to
the resonance, the loop current is enhanced and any im-
perfection leads to a strong parasitic common-mode sig-
nal on the output. The strip-line resonance also presents
a large longitudinal impedance to the beam. To avoid
this, the far end can be connected to ground via a
suitably chosen resistor. The resistance should be cho-
sen small enough to damp the resonance effectively, but
large enough to keep the signal current from passing
through ground. The design value was set to 200 Ω. The
beneficial effect of the terminations on the longitudinal
impedance can be seen in Fig. 12, where all the loop-
related resonances are strongly damped. The simulated
transfer impedances are unchanged, but measurement on
a lab prototype showed a strong reduction in the parasitic
common-mode signals.

D The effect of resistive coating

As mentioned above, the metallic layer on the ceramic
gives a certain screening effect at high frequencies[5].
Simulations have been performed to find the optimum
value of the resistivity of the layer.
In general, the cut-off frequency for a given coating

resistivity was found to increase with the mode number
of the field component. This is useful, since the longi-
tudinal impedance is related to the lowest order (mono-
pole) mode and is therefore reduced more efficiently than
the transfer impedances corresponding to the dipole and
quadrupole mode.
To minimise the longitudinal impedance, the coating

resistivity should in principle be as low as possible. The
lower limit is set by the desired bandwidth for the signals
to be measured. A scan of coating resistivities showed
that a surface resistance of about 3.5 Ω would give a cut-
off around 25 MHz for the dipole signal and 30 MHz for
the quadrupole signal. Measurements of the coupling
impedance performed on a prototype pick-up with ap-
proximately this coating resistivity agreed well with the



simulations (see Figs. 15-16). Simulations of the longi-
tudinal impedance gives a very small value, as shown in
Fig. 13. Indeed the impedance was too small to be mea-
sured.
Unfortunately, when the layer is chosen to screen very

efficiently, a relatively large part of the image current
passes though the layer. This means that any imper-
fection in the roundness of the ceramic tube or the ho-
mogeneity of the layer will create parasitic dipole and
quadrupole field modes through mode conversion. There-
fore, the prototype pick-up with this low resistivity coat-
ing performed rather poorly in terms of common-mode
rejection.
There are two solutions to this problem. Either one can

tighten the tolerances on roundness and resistivity (which
is expensive) or one can allow the beam to see a slightly
larger impedance. Since the impedance levels involved
are not high compared to the estimated total impedance
of the PS machine, the second option was taken. In-
creasing the resistivity by about a factor 100 should suffi-
ciently reduce the parasitic signals, while keeping the lon-
gitudinal impedance at a reasonable level (see Fig. 14).
The transfer impedances are then practically unaffected
by the coating in the frequency range up to 50 MHz (the
simulated result is the same as in Fig. 8 and 9). Thus
the coating surface resistance was fixed to about 300 Ω
for the final model[6].

E Non-linear response to beam position

As well as the transfer impedance for the dipole and
quadrupole modes, the transfer impedance for the sex-
tupole mode was also extracted from the simulations (see
Fig. 17). After the combination of the four loops signals
in a hybrid circuit, the sextupole signal appears on the
same output as the dipole signal, and therefore manifests
itself as a nonlinearity in the position response. The sex-
tupole coupling impedance, if it is known, can therefore
be used to estimate and possibly correct for this non-
linearity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Extensive simulations have been carried out to test a
new design idea for a quadrupole pick-up. Several of the
simulations have been compared to bench measurements
on a prototype pick-up, all with very good agreement.
This gives confidence in the simulated values that have
not been verified experimentally. Through testing of var-
ious designs by simulations, it was possible to reduce the
longitudinal impedance of the structure by two orders of
magnitude, while maintaining the relevant pick-up trans-
fer impedances as large as possible.
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FIG. 1: CAD drawing of the pick-up, as seen along the
beam path.



FIG. 2: HFSS model of the pick-up. Only one quarter
of the pick-up was modelled, and symmetry boundaries
were used to reduce the computing time.
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FIG. 5: Simulated average quadrupole transfer
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function of the cavity radius. The loop opening angle
was 45◦, the beam pipe radius 7.25 cm and the antenna
loops situated at 8.15 cm from the centre. Note that the
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FIG. 8: Simulated and measured sensitivity to beam po-
sition for the pick-up with metallic vanes.
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FIG. 9: Simulated and measured sensitivity to beam size
(quadrupole moment) for the pick-up with metallic vanes.
Because of the low signal levels, the measured data is
strongly influenced by noise in the network analyser.
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FIG. 15: Simulated and measured sensitivity to beam
position for a pick-up with metallic vanes, 200 Ω loop
terminations and a thin metal coating with resistivity
3.5 Ω.
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FIG. 16: Simulated and measured sensitivity to beam
size (quadrupole moment) for a pick-up with metallic
vanes, 200Ω loop terminations and a thin metal coating
with resistivity 3.5 Ω.
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FIG. 17: Simulated sensitivity to the sextupole field mo-
ment (position non-linearity) for the pick-up with metal-
lic vanes.


